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Trust and transparency influence consumer information exchanges, yet the understanding of how they shape
marketing and public policy relating to privacy and security issues is not current with the digital and
informational age. People face increasing complexity in online exchanges of information and lack the time,
attention, and wherewithal to understand how to protect themselves. Society’s reliance on technology
results in individuals engaging in continuous partial attention and behaving as cognitive misers. The author
explains the concept of surrendering to technology and presents a sharing–surrendering information matrix
to address this phenomenon. The matrix clarifies the difference between surrendering versus sharing
information online, leading to the proposition that current efforts to protect privacy and security, such as
enhancing trust and transparency, lack legitimacy and will not be effective in the digital age. Surrendering
information is a long-term societal and ethical issue for marketers and policy makers, requiring
improvement(s) in verification mechanisms and increased educational efforts aimed at enhancing
consumers’ attention.
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The best victory is when the opponent surrenders of its own
accord before there are any actual hostilities.... It is best to win
without fighting.
—Sun Tzu

Exchanging Information on the Internet

The Internet has evolved and encroached on marketing
with a vengeance. Originating as a method for com-
munication and information, it has grown into a context

for transactions, analyses, and multifaceted interactions. The
digital age and the “Internet of Things” provide unique ad-
vantages through technology that enable consumers, orga-
nizations, and nowmachines to rapidly exchange information
and acquire knowledge. Artificial intelligence and facial rec-
ognition software are becoming more conventional innova-
tions used to facilitate exchanges. Information is a product and
by-product of many of these innovative exchanges; a product
that is gathered, stored, packaged, and sold. Firms purportedly
use “big data” to personalize services and products as a means

of improving customer satisfaction and increasing customer
lifetime value, sometimes without much forethought. Society’s
increasing reliance on technology creates a data-rich envi-
ronment that is inextricably intertwined with marketing and
public policy issues of transparency, trust, and consumer
protection.

The ease and convenience of exchanging information online
often leaves consumers1 with little choice but to participate,
and little time to systematically process the short-term and/or
long-term implications of this information exchange. The speed
of innovation and adoption of new technology by consumers
and organizations means that the use of data as a resource is
exponentially increasing. American consumers face a data-rich
environment with few modern legal or regulatory protections
and rely on reactive measures to adapt to the new environment
of limited privacy and security. Every day, consumers are
interacting with technological devices, online platforms, and
applications, exchanging personal information (e.g., location,
health/medical data, relationships, preferences, behaviors)
with a variety of third parties, often without clear knowledge of
the identity of these parties. This socially transmitted data
fosters uncertainty and places consumers at risk, making them
vulnerable to third parties in information exchanges. Current
methods of addressing privacy focus on controlling personal
information and increasing transparency and trust. Yet in most
instances, consumers are overloaded with digital information
and lack the time and attention required to control their privacy,
which hinders their ability to assess the trustworthiness of their
online exchanges. This problem requires a shift in the basic
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assumptions of and solutions to privacy and security issues
pertaining to marketing and public policy. The concepts de-
veloped herein around trust, technology, and transparency
update and frame issues of privacy and security in the digital
age, proposing a societal need for marketers and policy makers
to increase consumer protection through regulation and
education.

Policy makers and marketers often tout increasing trust
and transparency as part of the solution to privacy issues. Yet
the uncertainty that exists in online exchanges of information
impedes trust; this uncertainty, accompanied by the ambiguity
of transparency, is at the core of the privacy and security
conundrum. The notion that information “consumes the at-
tention of its recipients” (Simon 1971, p. 6) makes this issue
especially concerning. In their discussion of relationship
marketing and transparency, Murphy, Laczniak, and Wood
(2007, p. 16) note that “a transparent firm does not give away
trade secrets, but at the same time does not keep its stake-
holders in the dark.”TheWhite House (2012, p. 1) Privacy Bill
of Rights lists transparency as one of seven rights that apply to
personal data, stating that “consumers have a right to easily
understandable and accessible information about privacy and
security practices.” In May 2014, the Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) issued a report, “Data Brokers: A Call for
Transparency and Accountability,” finding that data brokers
operate without complete transparency and recommending
that Congress enact legislation to improve knowledge and
consumers’ access to personal information held by companies
(FTC 2014). Transparency in the digital age means that the
rules, algorithms, and filters used to collect, store, and dis-
seminate consumer information should be visible and un-
derstood by individuals and organizations. Yet requiring more
data to be transparent will mean more information for con-
sumers to process, further challenging their ability to make
sound decisions and engage in protection behaviors.

In this article, I discuss the significance of technology in
information exchanges and clarify the ambiguous nature of
the concepts of trust and transparency. The lack of clarity
around these concepts misleads consumers and influences
exchanges of information online, encouraging the surrender to
technology. New paradigms of privacy and security require a
shift in consumer focus and attention. After proposing and
describing the phenomenon of surrendering to technology, I
present a 2 × 2 matrix of sharing versus surrendering in-
formation, define key constructs, and examine relevant liter-
ature. By doing so, this article will assist marketers and policy
makers in understanding the nuances of trust, transparency, and
protection behaviors in online exchanges of information and
will clarify these nuances to protect and educate consumers
about the long-term consequences that result when they wil-
lingly (and often unknowingly) surrender information. Current
notions of prevention and protectionmay not be effective when
people surrender information, underscoring societal and ethical
concerns.

Surrendering to Technology
I postulate that surrendering to technology is a phenomenon
whereby individuals in the digital age readily and willingly
exchange information under conditions and in circumstances
that they do not adequately understand. This advances current

notions of privacy and security in marketing and public policy,
demonstrating that there are significant challenges to trust and
transparency as protection and/or prevention tools for con-
sumers. In marketing, the term “surrender” has been used to
describe competitive states and reaction (Kotler and Singh
2001), but it has not been used conceptually. Extant research
has shown that surrender, as a concept, has been used primarily
in sociology to describe epistemological views of knowledge
and experience, to express methodological concerns for par-
ticipants and respondents, or to address cultural issues
(Postman 1992; Wolff 1976). In light of the phenomenon of
surrendering to technology, it is critical for marketers and
public policy makers to address the reality that “a wealth of
information creates a poverty of attention” (Simon 1971, p. 6).

The concept of surrender generally implies submission.
“Technology . . . is both friend and enemy” (Postman 1992,
p. xii) and can lead to “the submission of all forms of cultural
life to the sovereignty of technique and technology” (p. 52).
I propose that surrendering to technology consists of over-
lapping constructs that delineate the challenges involved with
exchanging information online (see Figure 1). These constructs
are central to the changing nature of privacy and security issues
in marketing and public policy. The four constructs identified
are grounded in two general challenges: context (vulnerability,
risk, and uncertainty) and complexity (continuous partial at-
tention and cognitivemiser behavior). In line with Chandler and
Vargo’s (2011, p. 38) views of markets and contexts, context is
utilized in this article to frame challenges with online envi-
ronments or “interactions or exchanges that we can ‘see’ and
‘understand’ [but] essentially . . . are continuous.” Complexity
frames the challenges individuals face when processing in-
formation in the digital age, emphasizing the need for public
policy makers to focus on the problems created by surrendering
to technology.

In online information exchanges, when individuals lack
time or attention and are overloaded with information, they
encounter contexts of uncertainty, vulnerability, and risk. The
Internet of Things only magnifies this overload with the in-
creasing yield of data, the rapid growth of data sources, and the
persistent connections among consumers and firms (Brill
2014). In essence, the complexity in our informational age
and speed of technological changes force some people to act
without much forethought or reflection in their digital in-
teractions. Thus, people engage in “continuous partial at-
tention” (Stone 2007) and behave as cognitive misers (Fiske
and Taylor 1991) (see Figure 1). The increasing capacity and
interconnectedness of devices and data intensify the chal-
lenges for individuals and organizations.

Complexity Challenges: Lack of Time/Attention
and Information Overload
When confronted with multiple devices and environments
that are all connected to the Internet, people in the informational
age exhibit continuous partial attention. In a New York Times
article about the “age of interruption,” Friedman (2006) notes
that consumers in the digital age process information with
continuous partial attention, multitasking with a variety of
devices and activities. Continuous partial attention differs from
multitasking by the type of motivation. Multitasking is “mo-
tivated by the desire to be more productive and efficient . . .,
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doing things that are automatic, that require very little cognitive
processing.” Continuous partial attention, in contrast, is “moti-
vated by a desire to be a live node on the network . . ., scan[ning]
for opportunity and optimiz[ing] for the best opportunities,
activities, and contacts, in any given moment” in an “arti-
ficial sense of constant crisis” (Stone, personal website). This
“distracted mental state” of continuous partial attention essen-
tially means that people lack the time and, most importantly, the
attention required to focus on the key details needed for their
safety in exchanges of information online (Small and Vorgan
2008, p. 48). This significantly increases the risk, vulnerability,
and uncertainty in online exchanges of information.

When people are continuously partially attentive, this
distracted state also means that they are more likely to behave
as cognitive misers. Because they are short of time, individuals
portraying cognitive miser behaviors tend to simplify and re-
duce the amount of information they use to make decisions and
prioritize (Fiske and Taylor 1991). In a data-rich online en-
vironment in which uncertainty is prevalent, this scenario in-
creases the vulnerability and risk to consumers.

People engage in continuous partial attention when they
face an abundance of information, lacking the time and at-
tention needed to make qualified decisions about protection.
In addition, they face uncertainty in online environments,
which results in a simplification of their information pro-
cessing behavior (i.e., makes them cognitive misers). Prior
research has extensively covered information processing and
decision making. Information processing in psychology,
economics, and marketing includes a variety of competing
and complimentary concepts and theories, such as heuristics
(Tversky and Kahneman 1974), the theory of bounded ra-
tionality (Simon 1972), the elaboration likelihood model

(Petty and Cacioppo 1986), or the MOA (motivation, oppor-
tunity, and ability) model (MacInnis, Moorman, and Jaworski
1991). These concepts all address how people process in-
formation, develop shortcuts, satisfice, create rules of behavior,
and make decisions. To clarify, the complexity challenges as
outlined in my conceptual framework do not focus on how
consumers process information. What is relevant is that in the
digital age, consumers are challenged to process an abundant
amount of information in a short amount of time. They engage
in continuous partial attention and act as cognitive misers,
which means they surrender to technology, placing them at risk
and making them vulnerable.

Contextual Challenges: Vulnerability, Risk, and
Uncertainty
Protection implies vulnerability for participants in an exchange
and is cause for ethical concern. Marketing and public policy
issues of privacy and security involve the concepts of vul-
nerability and risk. Vulnerability refers to “a state of power-
lessness aris[ing] from an imbalance inmarketplace interactions
or from the consumption of marketing messages and products,”
when the control is not in the hands of the individual or, in this
case, the organization (Baker, Gentry, and Rittenberg 2005,
p. 134). The concept of risk differs fromvulnerability in that risk
involves the quantification of susceptibility to harm, often based
on the use of historical data, whereas vulnerability is the ma-
terialization of risk (Baker 2009). Exchanges of information
online involve so many networks, cookies, application pro-
gramming interfaces, and so on that even if consumers have an
idea of with whom they are exchanging information, the other
party’s identity cannot easily be verified. Baker (2009, p. 118)

Figure 1. Challenges of Exchanging Information on the Internet
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explains that vulnerability is the loss of security, not simply risk
or the “probability that security will be lost.” Yet in a digital
world in which “clouds” store socially transmitted data and in
which there is a lack of control over information dissemination,
even when protection behaviors such as privacy settings are
employed, there is no guarantee that consumers’ privacy will
not be breached and that company data will not be hacked.
Interactions and exchanges in the digital age are rife with
uncertainty and risk for consumers and liability issues for
organizations.

Trust and transparency foster participation in online in-
teractions and exchanges, reducing friction and allowing for
convenience. Unfortunately, the regulatory and self-regulatory
concepts of transparency are not clear enough to protect
consumers in these exchanges. In addition, the assumption that
giving consumers control over their information as a self-
regulatory or regulatory solution ignores the complex aspect of
data management processes for organizations and individuals.
This complexity highlights important policy questions in-
volving power versus process and knowledge versus access. If
consumers are succumbing to technology, even with the
regulatory and self-regulatory illusion of transparency, they
have the right to understand that they are surrendering in-
formation and thus require protection.

Some scholars view the efficiency of interacting and ac-
quiring knowledge on the Internet as leading to collabora-
tions that benefit all by enhancing knowledge, and they assert
that openness and transparency are ultimately societal ben-
efits and social values (Westin 2003). Steele (2012, p. 57)
states, “When we relate and share knowledge authentically,
this places us in a state of grace, a state of ‘win-win’ harmony
with others, and establishes trust among all.” An opposite
view is that we must address “cyber-utopianism,” or the “naı̈ve
belief in the emancipatory nature of online communication that
rests on a stubborn refusal to acknowledge its downside”
(Morozov 2011, p. xiii). As Morozov (2011, p. 148) explains,
“The Internet runs on trust, but its dependence on trust also
opens up numerous vulnerabilities.” This dual nature of the
primary benefit of the Internet—to easily exchange information
and acquire knowledge—highlights important questions for
marketing and public policy about illusions of transparency and
issues of privacy and security. Consumers are vulnerable in
online exchanges because they face complexity and time
constraints and engage in continuous partial attention; as a
result, they simplify, behaving as cognitive misers. The notion
that consumers not only may benefit from online interactions
but alsomay be surrendering in these interactions highlights the
necessity of marketing and public policy efforts to educate and
protect consumers. Acknowledging that consumers surrender
to technology will help clarify the ambiguous nature of the
concepts of trust and transparency that mislead policy makers,
consumers, and firms, thus influencing the protection and
prevention mechanisms involved in interactions online.

Illusions of Trust, Transparency, and
Protection

Storing client information in the cloud, using search history to
serve consumers online behavioral advertisements or similar
product offerings, promoting location-based dining choices,
e-mailing promotional material, and other exchanges require

consumer information. This information is gathered, stored, and
disseminated in an instant through an array of smart devices. As
of January 2014, Pew Research Center (2014) reported that
more than half (58%) ofAmericans have a smartphone and 60%
of Americans use their mobile devices to access the Internet. In
November 2014, Pew Research Center reported that fewer than
half of Americans (44%) are aware that the existence of a
privacy policy does notmean that a firm keeps the information it
gathers confidential (Smith 2014). The use of technology in the
digital age is increasing at a faster pace than an understanding of
the issues involved, leaving large amounts of data available for
misuse and little time for regulation and self-regulation efforts to
keep pace with the innovations.

In 1964,MarshallMcLuhanwrote about the “electronic age”
and the emergence of the television in his bookUnderstanding
Media. Although his focus at the time was television, he noted
the connection between technology and the abundance of
information.

In this electronic age we see ourselves being translated more and
more into the form of information, moving toward the techno-
logical extension of consciousness. The aspiration of our time for
wholeness, empathy and depth of awareness is a natural adjunct
of electric technology.... There is a deep faith to be found in this
attitude—a faith that concerns the ultimate harmony of all being.
(McLuhan 1964, p. 5)

Each year, the price of processors, bandwidth, and storage
declines, reducing the cost to stream files on the Internet
(Anderson 2009, p. 13). Consequently, online interactions
have exploded, with information as a by-product. Information
is an increasingly accessible and valuable resource “that is
externally-based and dynamically determined in the context;
that is they are resources that cannot be owned or controlled
by a single actor” (Chandler and Vargo 2011, p. 38). This is
significant because, as of mid-2013, “a full 90% of all the data
in the world [had] been generated” (Dragland 2013). All
parties benefit from online interactions and exchanges to
some degree, but as these exchanges increase, consumers
become resigned to the abundance of information exchanged,
stored, and disseminated. It is evident that many consumers
do not really know and understand when they are providing
information or how information about them is packaged and
sold, and even those that do are challenged by continual
partial attention, leading to cognitive miser behavior.

The concept of transparency implies openness, knowledge,
and verification without specificity of the context, time, or the
number of parties involved, yet online information exchanges
can involve an infinite number of parties. After the exchange
of information occurs, much of the handling of the information
is not seen, known, or evident to consumers. New technology
gives consumers both a lot of control and a lot to control, but
consumers and organizations often lack the capacity tomanage
either their information or the process of protecting the in-
formation they provide. This places them in a vulnerable
position with regard to the information they exchange online
and clarifies the significance of surrendering to technology for
marketers and public policy makers. People may be resigning
themselves to the new realities of technology, but this resig-
nation is not necessarily a choice.

Consumers should be able to trust that other parties will
handle their information ethically and should have a level of
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control over this handling. How they can attain this control
when somuch uncertainty exists in the digital and informational
age is an important question. Information exchanges between
consumers and firms increasingly involvemachines—information
is no longer stored only on a piece of paper locked away in a
file drawer in one physical location. Thus, trust is at the core of
ethical relationship marketing. Murphy, Laczniak, and Wood
(2007, p. 12) distinguish between authentic trust and “blind,
simple or naı̈ve trust,” indicating that authentic trust “is given
and reciprocated only after being carefully considered.” In an
examination of trust and performance in cooperative exchanges,
Gundlach and Cannon (2009, p. 1) indicate that participants
“offset the vulnerability of trustwith verification strategies.”The
verification strategies that participants employ can help facilitate
trust and enhance performance. Verifying information by
monitoring resources and sharing information requires parti-
cipants to either think carefully and process information tomake
decisions or avoid thinking and make decisions hastily, at times
without regard or worry about potential harm.

The complexity and continuous evolution of technological
advances in the informational age emphasizes exchanges
of information. When individuals surrender to technology,
mechanisms such as trust, transparency, and protection may
not help them carefully consider their optionswhen exchanging
information. The surrendering-to-technology framework em-
phasizes the need to examine the illusions associated with trust,
transparency, and protection. Surrendering is rarely the optimal
choice in an exchange unless all parties are aware of and
understand the agreement. Technology is best used to help
people, to empower them to make informed choices, and to
enable them to maneuver through complicated processes.
When consumers surrender to technology in online information
exchanges, they are also apt to surrender information. To
delineate how individuals cope with the complexity and un-
certainty in online information exchanges, I distinguish sharing
information from surrendering information with two proposi-
tions. First, surrendering to technology threatens the careful
consideration and verification strategies by consumers; thus,
they exhibit faith, rather than trust, in the information exchange.
Next, building on previous privacy research and the concept of
surrendering to technology, I posit that many consumers are
passive in protecting themselves in their exchanges of in-
formation online. This dynamic of faith in online information
exchanges and passive protection behavior frames surrendering
information as a critical societal issue for marketers and public
policy makers.

The Sharing–Surrendering Information
Matrix

I use two constructs best suited to shift the paradigms as-
sociated with transparency, trust, and protection and distin-
guish sharing information from surrendering information:
(1) trust/faith, based on the level of certainty in information
exchanges, and (2) active/passive protection, influenced by
challenges with information processing and attention. The
resulting 2 × 2matrix (see Figure 2) highlights the complexity
of transparency (what is known, seen, and evident) in in-
formation exchanges. It clarifies that while transparency is
used to help foster trust, the uncertainty and challenge for
individuals to process increasingly more information leads

to consumer vulnerability. Uniting these constructs forms the
sharing–surrendering information matrix (SSIM) shown in
Figure 2. Next, the four quadrants of the matrix are outlined,
followed by detailed explanations of the trust/faith and active/
passive constructs.

The SSIM addresses “roles of mutual benefits, mutual
commitments, trust, and social and information linkages” that
are necessary to understand in the increasing information and
digital age (Day and Montgomery 1999, p. 3). As consumers
share more information, firms and third parties will continue
to collect and store data. The motive and intent of this col-
lection is not evident at the outset of these exchanges. In
ethical relationship marketing, transparency in interactions is
exemplified by virtues of fairness, integrity, respect, and
empathy (Murphy, Laczniak, and Wood 2007). Yet with so
much complexity in the use, storage, and dissemination of
consumer information exchanged online, one or more of these
virtues can be compromised. Although consumers seemingly
provide information for an immediate purpose (e.g., purchase,
search, social), that purpose is most often perceived as short
term. The ease of storing and sharing digital information,
combined with the current challenge of verifying the pertinent
details ofwhat happenswith the information in these exchanges
and the lack of cognitive consideration bymany consumers, are
significant problems. The inadvertent impact is that people are
surrendering information for the long run even if they believe
they have shared the information conditionally. Individuals
exchange information at one point in time that may be used in
the future without their knowledge or control of that use.

Reciprocity is an important aspect of fairness in exchanges,
even those concerned with sharing information on the In-
ternet. If there is mutual benefit for both parties in the ex-
change of information, then both parties are more likely to
be satisfied. Some marketing academics, especially in public
policy, have found that marketers may benefit at a cost to
the consumer (e.g., Caudill and Murphy 2000). The SSIM
portrays the exchange of information online defined by the
level of certainty. More certainty in an exchange depicts trust
when information provided is considered shared, whereas
less certainty depicts faith when information is surren-
dered or at risk of being taken, used, or stored without the
knowledge of the other party.

Because an exchange of information on the Internet in-
volves many parties (i.e., the website, the individual, and third
parties) and the motives of these parties are not always evident,
the SSIM also takes into account the nature of the protection
behaviors enacted. Active protection behavior means that the
party sharing the information online (dis)allows others to
access the information without his or her explicit permission—
(s)he places conditions on the exchange (i.e., uses privacy
settings). In contrast, passive protection behaviors describe
when the party sharing the information allows anyone access to
his or her information or provides information unconditionally
(willingly or unwillingly).

The four quadrants are conditional share, unconditional
share, conditional surrender, and unconditional surrender.
From a marketing and public policy perspective, the signifi-
cance of the SSIM is where surrendering occurs—on the faith
side of the trust–faith continuum, at which point transparency
is promoted by industry and policy makers—yet in the digital
age, people are likely to be continually partially attentive and
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behave as cognitive misers. This means that consumers cannot
or do not engage in protection behaviors or verify with cer-
tainty the complexities of the information exchange needed to
employ active protection behaviors. In these cases, the par-
ticipants are surrendering information, either conditionally
(active protection) or unconditionally (passive protection).
Examples of each quadrant are provided next.

Conditional Share
When consumers trust an exchange on the Internet and engage
in active protection, they share information yet place condi-
tions on the information they provide. This conditional sharing
describes a mutually beneficial (i.e., reciprocal) exchange, the
ideal and utopian view of exchanges on the Internet. This
mutually beneficial exchange is facilitated by trust between
both parties. Complete certainty for this trust is realistically
impossible to achieve, yet this quadrant illustrates the most
certainty. An example of conditional share is as follows:

A consumer on a social media website posts a status update in-
dicating his presence at an event. The consumer would prefer that
certain friends or followers not know that he is present at the event.
The consumer places restrictions on the post through the privacy
settings, disabling certain people from seeing his post. The con-
sumer willingly shares information but implements protection
behaviors, trusting that the social media site’s privacy settings will
work. The consumer has the ability to verify his privacy settings to
test and determine whether these friends will be able to view the
post, now and in the future. The consumer is also able to view any
and all parties who receive his information from the initial social
media site, whether shared, stored, bought, or sold.

Unconditional Share
If the parties exhibit trust in an exchange and are passive in
their privacy protection, this means they are surrendering
information to others, described as unconditional sharing. An
example of unconditional share is as follows:

A consumer purchases a new application for her smart device that
one of her friends told her about. As part of the process to set up
the new app, the consumer is asked to read the privacy policy and

agree to the terms of service. The consumer is in a hurry and
checks the box indicating that she has read and agrees to the
terms. The consumer is passive in her protection behavior, and
because her friend has the app, she trusts that the app will not
harm her and poses no actual threat. There is no easy verifi-
cation method to determine the veracity of this agreement in the
short or long run. The consumer is not able to view any and all
parties who receive her information from the initial company,
whether shared, stored, bought, or sold.

Conditional Surrender
When parties in an exchange exhibit faith in an exchange of
information on the Internet and are active in their privacy
protection (placing conditions on the exchange), they are
actively allowing others some access, described as condi-
tional surrender. An example of conditional surrender is as
follows:

A high school student agrees to go to prom with another student.
Before the prom, she sends her date a suggestive, scantily clad
picture of herself. She knows the dangers of texting a picture of
this sort and understands that she should not post this type of
picture on social media, because it is only meant for her date. She
chooses to send it through a social media platform/application on
which the image “disappears” after a few seconds. Although the
platform/app informs her when her image has been “copied,” her
date has another platform/app that allows him to take a screenshot
of the image without informing her. She has faith both in her
platform/app and that her date will not use the picture in a damaging
manner. The following day, she sees her picture posted on her
date’s socialmedia sitewith the hashtag “#mysurething4prom.”She
also was not able to view any and all parties who had the potential to
receive her information from the initial site, whether they shared,
stored, bought, or sold her information.

Unconditional Surrender
Finally, and most concerning, there are instances in which
parties have faith in an exchange of information on the Internet
and are passive in their privacy protection, demonstrating
unconditional surrender. An example of unconditional sur-
render is as follows:

Figure 2. The Sharing–Surrendering Information Matrix (SSIM)
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A person visits an office building in a major U.S. city. As part of
the entry policy to the building, the visitor must show his driver’s
license. The visitor is not informed and has no idea that the security
team at the building runs his license number through complex
software that provides the security personnel a brief history of
personal information, including social media posts, to determine
his level of threat. The visitor has faith that his license will be used
only to assess the risk of gaining access to the building. As a result,
visitors are completely passive in their protection behaviors. The
visitor is not able to view any and all parties who may have access
to this surrendered information.

The examples only provide a glimpse into the complexity
of trust, transparency, and protection in online information
exchanges. What follows is a detailed examination of the lit-
erature used to develop each construct.While previous research
helps explain what consumers have done and perceived with
regard to their information exchanges, the matrix provides a
macro perspective. This will enable marketers and policy
makers to consider which quadrant consumers are currently in
and how to move them to less vulnerable quadrants. It also
stresses the ethical necessity involved with regulatory and self-
regulatory issues of consumer information exchanges and
questions whose responsibility it is to encourage active pro-
tection strategies.

Complexity and Uncertainty in Information
Exchanges: Trust or Faith

For some, trust is touted as a solution to privacy concerns and
consumer doubt. Firms are encouraged to strengthen the trust
with their consumers and vendors to “boost e-commerce”
(Luo 2002, p. 112). TRUSTe (2014, p. 11), a third-party
verification service, concludes in its 2014 Consumer Con-
fidence Privacy Report that “businesses need to do more to
build online trust.” In Federal Trade Commissioner Julie
Brill’s (2014) speech, titled “The Internet of Things: Building
Trust andMaximizing Benefits Through Consumer Control,”
she states, “Now is the time to ask how companies can pro-
vide this burgeoning connectivity—and its considerable
benefits—without compromising consumers’ privacy or los-
ing their trust” (p. 3). Trust is important, but without certainty
of all the details in an exchange, trust is elusive, and trans-
parency is nonexistent (i.e., the exchange is opaque). Providing
all the information is not enough to move consumers from
surrendering information to sharing information. The next
section discusses what it means to share or surrender in-
formation, based on the level of certainty that exists in the
exchange.

Transparency and Trust: Sharing Information
Trust acts as a catalyst for exchanges between buyers and
sellers (Pavlou 2003). In an examination of the theory of
exchanges in marketing, Houston and Gassenheimer (1987)
describe the goal of marketing involving trust. “The goal of
marketing is still the development of trust between exchange
partners that leads to a long-term relationship” (p. 10). They
examine reciprocity in social interactions and the social dis-
tance between exchange partners. Relevant to trust as a process
is their recognition that exchanges that “have not been fully
consummated can occur in a state of total uncertainty . . .

because this state is what leads to the establishment of trust”
(p. 11). The process of an exchange is thus facilitated by trust,
even when and if uncertainty exists. Reciprocation of ac-
ceptable terms in a mutual exchange can benefit the re-
lationship and, thus, the outcomes. Key to this exchange is
how reciprocation of terms works when consumers surrender
to technology. If they rely on trust to facilitate processes, and
the issue of trust is already confounding, then the increasing
uncertainty that exists in online exchanges when individuals
are continuously distracted poses a problem for consumers.
How do we operationalize transparency to assist consumers
and foster trust rather than overwhelm consumers and en-
gender faith?

Zucker (1986) points out that trust is implicit in all forms of
exchanges and not easily measured. “Trust is so closely
related to basic norms of behavior and social customs that
most actors take it for granted until it is violated” (p. 3). On
the Internet, this behavioral norm is magnified as a result of
continuous changes in technology that challenge common
understandings and the fluidity of the context and situation.
For example, Zucker discusses the background expectations
as standardized sets involving signals and coding rules. These
rules develop “reciprocity of perspectives” with individuals
or firms making use of similar social cues and facts in an
exchange (p. 8). On the Internet, the social cues and facts in
the exchange of information are constantly in flux. Therefore,
the signals and coding rules necessary as the foundation
for trust mean that exchanging information online involves a
high degree of uncertainty. In essence, “trust is a defining
feature of most economic and social interactions in which
uncertainty is present” (Pavlou 2003, p. 106). In the digital
age, signals may provide clues to consumers to pay attention
and be less miserly with their cognitive resources.

The implied intent of the availability of information on the
Internet is cooperation and exchange. Consumers use a va-
riety of services and applications, and many of these are
without overt costs. This exchange is much like a conver-
sation, though technology allows for variable time frames
(real time or delayed) and contexts (mobile, e-mail, or apps).
Consumers use applications to manage their daily lives and
firms use applications and programs to manage their business
activities. The problem is that exchanging information on the
Internet seldom occurs in what technology experts refer
to as a “walled garden,” or a completely defined and closed
environment on the Internet. More problematic is that ex-
changes of information on the Internet rarely occur in a
simple, dyadic relationship between one party and another.
Conversations and interactions online are often a complex
network (web) of information and algorithms. This com-
plexity challenges consumers’ ability to verify their trust. Yet
in many cases, the required knowledge for the foundation of
trust is almost impossible to obtain by the average consumer.
In 1996, the Director of the Electronic Frontier Federation
stated that the “lack of trust is a significant impediment to
electronic commerce” (Anthes 1996, p. 72). This observation
is compounded by the fact that the exchange of information
between parties on the Internet is not always fair, meaning
that information cannot and is not always verified or veri-
fiable. Using “transparency” as a catchall phrase is not the
answer. Instead, technology and transparency should be used
to provide the key details consumers need in a user-friendly
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manner. Food pyramids, financial risk segments, and other
simple organization strategies for complex information are
some examples of successful strategies employed.

Transparency and Faith: Surrendering Information
Transparency is a way to enhance trust, but the following
subsection describes faith as differing from trust and what
that means for online information exchanges. When it is
difficult to “believe that one can know quickly what one’s
experience means,” this describes a lack of certainty and
connotes faith (Wolff 1976, p. 20). Uncertainty may be
measured when confidence is vested in a relationship with
little or no evidence. This serves to support the position that
trusting with a high level of uncertainty is, in actuality, faith.
When faith is used in an information exchange, it portrays
surrendering information, rather than sharing information.

Morgan andHunt (1994) address the issue of uncertainty in
relationships that involve commitment and trust and theorize
that a successful process of relationship marketing requires
commitment and trust. They delve into ethical considerations
of trust by conceptualizing trust as “existing when one party
has confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and in-
tegrity” (p. 23). This highlights the benefit of trust as a lu-
bricant in exchanges, facilitating easier and faster decision
making. “Trust decreases a partner’s decision-making un-
certainty because the partner has confidence that the trust-
worthy party can be relied on” (p. 26). Morgan and Hunt
argue that trust is a process with uncertainty embedded, while
the actual decision making is the result of the process.

Gundlach and Cannon (2009) illustrate the confounding
aspects of trust or the “dilemma of trust” for firms and apply
the notion of truth and proof by operationalizing a “trust but
verify” concept (p. 5). In their study of performance impli-
cations of cooperative exchanges, they show that trust en-
hances performance related benefits, in support of the notion
of trust as facilitator. They assert that “trust can enhance
relationship quality and facilitate performance in exchange”
(p. 1). Even so, they describe a “dilemma of trust,” because
it not only “empower[s] a relationship, . . . [it] also creates
conditions of vulnerability” (p. 2). Gundlach and Cannon
propose that information produced in the process of trusting
in relationships is utilized in the “trust but verify” concept
describing the effective use of information in exchange. Their
findings demonstrate that trust and verification strategies
involve gathering and using information in an exchange and
that when participants in the exchange share information, it
reduces uncertainty and helps productivity. This implies that
there are challenges with verification strategies when there
are high degrees of uncertainty, when parties do not share
information, or when they share false information. Their
study focuses on cooperative exchanges, in which both parties
share information to enhance the performance of each. It is
critical to learn how these exchanges occur in the Internet
of Things. Understanding the nature of cooperation when
consumers may be engaging in continuous partial attention
and acting as cognitive misers is essential for marketers and
policy makers to move consumers toward certainty and trust
and encourage sharing rather than surrendering information.

A Consumer Reports WebWatch report titled “Leap of
Faith: Using the Internet Despite the Dangers” indicates that

“trusting the information online is a key to the users’ faith
in any site” (Derakhshani and Bloom 2005, p. 23). This
report details a variety of online categories (identity theft,
e-commerce, financial sites, news sites, blogs, and search en-
gines) in which consumers remain skeptical about privacy and
protection even though they have built a level of trust over time
and through interactions. The study finds that consumers often
make a “leap of faith” when interacting online, yet the authors
use the term loosely and only tangentially refer to issues
of credibility and surety. The process of trust is intangible,
complex, and confounding with challenges of certainty and
verifiability, leading to ethical questions and implications.
Marketers recognize that trust during an exchange facilitates
decision making and is useful in commitment and relation-
ships, but determining whether there are levels of trust or
outcomes due to trust (the result of an interaction or several
interactions) is challenging. Therefore, the result of in-
teractions with limited certainty describes faith rather than
trust, which is critical to addressing issues of consumer
vulnerability and assurance. The SSIM distinguishes trust
from faith on the basis of the level of certainty, or knowledge
and belief based on evidence, existing in an information
exchange (see Figure 2).

When there is a lack of certainty in that exchange, the other
party is relegated to faith that the exchange will cause no harm
now or in the future. That faith in the exchange and the
resulting unpredictability means that information is being
surrendered—consumers (and perhaps firms) are captive.
Surrendering implies a lack of control, a lack of knowledge or
attention to details, or a lack of certainty, which has impli-
cations for social responsibility between parties online and
ethical behavior by firms, consumers, and government.

Regulation and Protection Behaviors:
Active or Passive

Marketing research and knowledge has long been useful in
consumer protection strategies and research. Andrews (2001)
provides a framework describing how marketing knowledge
has influenced public policy on consumer protection and
details how marketing has made many theoretical contribu-
tions to consumer protection policy (in Bloom and Gundlach
2001). The goal of much of the multidisciplinary research on
consumers and privacy is to understand an individual’s privacy
protection behaviors. Jones (1991) provides an overview of
public concern for privacy, the origins of privacy rights,
privacy protection, and industry self-regulation. Before the
Internet and social networking sites were prevalent, Jones
called for “balancing the needs of record keepers for in-
formation against the interest of consumers in protecting their
privacy” (p. 145). Part of balancing those needs is disclosure,
or what the White House, the FTC, and self-regulatory
agencies refer to as transparency. In his 1962 Consumers’
Bill of Rights, President John F. Kennedy indicated that
consumers have the right to be informed, or the “right to know”
(Kennedy 1962). Today’s technology allows for easy access to
knowledge but does not make the transparency and certainty
necessary for consumers’ right to know easy to acquire.
Nonetheless, websites and social networking sites are required
to provide details to consumers in a variety of ways (e.g.,
privacy policies, terms of service, opt-in/opt-out messages)
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as to how their information from an exchange will be used,
stored, and/or disseminated.

Protection behaviors are outlined here as two general states:
active and passive. Active protection is when people place
conditions on their information exchange, permitting or
consenting to details of the exchange. Passive protection refers
to the lack of conditions placed on an information exchange,
when individuals behave as cognitive misers and do not pay
attention to details and therefore simplify, or when they are
unaware of the details of the exchange. Some researchers have
taken a public policy stance on protection and consumerism
(Aaker and Day 1971; Barksdale and Darden 1972; Cohen
1975; Foxman and Kilcoyne 1993; Roselius 1971), and some
have examined information and education around consumer
protection (Caudill and Murphy 2000; Cunningham and
Cunningham 1976; Dommeyer and Gross 2003; Petty 2000;
Stern 1967). Murphy and Wilkie (1990, p. 2) examined the
“vague mandate” of the FTC and the regulatory efforts to
provide “our nation with a marketplace that is both efficient
and fair, for both consumers and firms.” In general, consumer
protection movements have focused on consumers in relation
to product development and product information, but tech-
nological changes and the evolution of the Internet have fo-
cused dialogue and research on the collection and exchange of
consumer information (Brill 2014; Goodwin 1991; Milne
2000; Nowak and Phelps 1995; Sachs 2009).

The issue of protection is increasingly critical because
consumer privacy in online environments is often compro-
mised or violated during information exchanges, whether
information is given voluntarily or gathered without consumer
knowledge (Milne 2000). The FTC realizes its future challenge
to protect consumers’ “personally identifiable and non-public
information” in the online environment (FTC 2011, p. v). A
2012 White House report on consumer digital data privacy,
protection, and trust makes it clear that “privacy protections are
critical to maintaining consumer trust in networked technol-
ogies” (TheWhite House 2012, p. i). Yet in reality, consumers
are continuously partially attentive—they demonstrate cog-
nitive miser behaviors and do not actively engage in protecting
their information online, notwithstanding their concern for
privacy.

The history of examining consumer behaviors to safeguard
privacy and the need for consumers to take action to protect
themselves includes control strategies such as Do Not Call
lists and Opt-In Opt-Out information practices. In a study
examining the antecedents of online protection behaviors,
Milne and Rohm (2000, p. 229) find that “while consumers
are becoming more cognizant of the dangers in providing
information to online marketers without sufficient assurance,
they still put themselves at risk by not taking technical
precautions or fully understanding how a Web site might
collect information.” Regulatory challenges include helping
firms and consumers protect financial data, ensuring general
data transparency, providing notice and choice for consumers
regarding their personal data, and removing identification
elements from individual data (Brill 2013). Commissioner
Brill (2013, p. 10) recommends a solution called “Reclaim
Your Name” to “empower the consumer to find out how
brokers are collecting and using data.” Industry efforts over
more than a decade have included concepts of permission
marketing in which marketing strategies are designed to be

anticipatory, personal, and relevant, with the permission of
the consumer (Godin 1999). Nonetheless, attempts to en-
hance consumer protection behaviors require people to en-
gage in active information processing in order to engage in
protection behaviors. This is obviously a challenge when
consumers are surrendering to technology.

In 2012, recognizing the risks inherent in information
exchanges online, the White House introduced a Consumer
Privacy Bill of Rights, building on John F. Kennedy’s 1962
Consumer Bill of Rights. The report by the White House
(2012) makes it clear that “the Consumer Privacy Bill of
Rights provides general principles that afford companies
discretion in how they implement them” and states that the
goal is to allow for flexibility and innovation derived from
consumer input (p. 2). It is evident that, on the surface, most
of these rights (individual control, transparency, respect for
context, security, access and accuracy, focused collection,
and accountability) are prescriptive and meant to be flexible
“rather than requiring companies to adhere to a single, rigid
set of requirements” (p. 2). Indeed, the only overt rights
provided to consumers are the right to exercise control over
the personal data provided to companies and the right to
access information and correct it for accuracy. Most of the
privacy rights, such as transparency, respect for context,
security, focused collection, and accountability place the
onus of responsibility with consumer information on those
gathering, storing, and disseminating information. However,
the nature of exchanging information on the Internet between
and among an abundant number of third parties is an im-
portant practical and ethical question for marketers and policy
makers.

Furthermore, consumers have little time to exercise control,
process, or place conditions on the extensive amount of in-
formation exchanged and often lack the effort required to
benefit from these rights. It would be challenging to use
technology to help move consumers from passive acquies-
cence to active protection; it is more probable that technology
could be used to help marketers and policy makers oper-
ationalize these rights to address ethical concerns involved
with surrendering information. Marketers and policy makers
cannot simply provide more information through transparency
but must simplify the protection efforts creating user-friendly
regulatory and self-regulatory missives, educating consumers
to avoid surrendering information.

Passive Protection Behavior: Unconditional
Exchange of Information
Information available through transparency is useful when
consumers are actively concerned and/or active in their
protection behavior. Protection is not automatic: it requires
consumers exposed to the information to decide whether to
take action. If consumers do not find or read the information a
company provides about privacy, they are not exposed to it.
Many studies have addressed consumer knowledge of pri-
vacy related information, as I discuss next.

In a direct marketing study, Dommeyer and Gross (2003)
build on a large body of research on privacy concern and
consumer characteristics (Foxman andKilcoyne 1993;Goodwin
1991; Milne 2000; Nowak and Phelps 1992, 1995; Petty
2000) to examine consumer knowledge of privacy-related
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laws and practices and consumer awareness of strategies
available to protect their privacy. Their findings show that
consumers are not very knowledgeable about consumer privacy
but are aware of privacy-protection strategies in a direct
marketing setting, leading to the obvious conclusion that pri-
vacy controls need to be easy for consumers to implement.
Although the authors conducted this study before the intense
growth of the Internet as a context and tool for organizations
and consumers, it provides evidence of passive privacy pro-
tection behavior. Simply having privacy knowledge does not
ensure an active form of privacy protection by consumers, and
surrendering to technology almost forces passivity. When
purchasing a song online, most of the time people have to click
only once if their payment information is provided (and often
online businesses require payment information to have an
account). Many consumers and organizations either are un-
aware of the conditions that exist to protect them on the Internet
or are aware and simply do not use them much, if at all, as a
result of their continuous partial attention. Even when in-
dividuals do place conditions on their information exchanges,
the uncertainty and complexity in the environment makes
employing protection behaviors challenging.

Other types of passive protection behaviors surround the
use of privacy policies. As defined by the Electronic Privacy
Information Center (EPIC), “[Online privacy] policies are
disclaimers produced by a Web site, that become waivers
once the users accept them. By accepting the terms of the
policy (the conditions), the user volunteers to relinquish some
known right or privilege they may have” (EPIC 2014, p. 9).
Rifon, LaRose, and Choi (2005, p. 359) note, “Privacy
policies are intended to provide information to consumers so
that the consumer can control participation in the process.”
For the policy to be informative enough so that users can
understand and accept the terms, it is vital that the policies be
read and understood. However, EPIC (2014) also notes that
privacy policies are difficult for users to find and read, and
their online nature allows them to be changed or altered with
no clear sign of how this fluidity of the policies influences
consumers’ trust and privacy behaviors. In this manner,
consumer awareness of a privacy policy, or even consumer
reading of the privacy policy, is also considered a passive
form of privacy protection, one in which individuals make
routine decisions that do not require a great deal of thought or
involvement. When consumers are challenged to process the
details of their exchange, they are unconditionally providing
information (see Figure 2).

Milne and Culnan (2004) examine online privacy notices
and their relationship to trust (operationalized as trust in the
online privacy notice) to determine whether and why con-
sumers read them. They find that reading online privacy
notices relates to privacy concern, understanding of the
notices, and trust in the actual online notice. Privacy notices
are supposed to “reduce the risks of disclosing personal
information online” (Milne and Culnan 2004, p. 15). The
reduction of risks is a gain or loss decision for consumers, yet
it is clear that consumers are unaware of the long-term risks
and potential loss with regard to the information they share
online. Indeed, in cases of sharing information, consumers
treat privacy policies and terms of service agreements as
barriers to the actual service or good they are attempting to
access online (Luo 2002). Although efforts have been made

to make privacy notices user friendly (e.g. financial industry
privacy forms), current privacy notices are incredibly detailed
legalese designed to indemnify the firm, not protect the
consumer. As research has shown, consumers often ignore
these terms and policies, placing few if any conditions on the
exchange, thus only passively protecting themselves. Thus,
they provide information unconditionally.

As the use of the Internet has increased and the World
Wide Web has moved from being solely informational to
transactional, consumers’ privacy and information about them
has become a mounting concern for public policy researchers
and government agencies alike. For example, Sheehan and
Hoy (2000) investigate influences on consumer privacy online
by utilizing the results of an FTC e-mail survey of U.S. online
consumers. Their analysis finds that consumers are concerned
about the relationships between entities and online users and
the exchange of their personal information for compensation.
Although consumers may be concerned, this does not mean
that they will process all of the information and/or take the
steps to actively protect themselves. They may believe that
there is no point in doing so. More protections have been
afforded younger generations, in the form of the 1998 Chil-
dren’s Online Privacy Protection Act, because youth are using
the Internet in ways unfamiliar to older people (Prensky 2001).

Millennials are different from past generations. . . . This group
has been empowered by social networking and other forms
of convenient, computer-enabled, and mobile communication
capabilities. . . . They can “filter,” timeslice, commoditize their
attention, and synthesize information, yet they also have little
regard for their own or other’s online privacy. (McHaney 2011,
p. xvii)

Marketers and policy makers have taken steps to protect
young people online, yet youth are not the only consumers
exchanging information online. Frequent breaches of in-
formation (e.g., Edward Snowden’s breach of the National
Security Agency) or hacking events affecting organizations
such as Sony, the Federal Office of Personnel Management,
Target, Heartbleed, and Twitter make it evident to consumers
and firms that concern is warranted. In some cases, such
incidents seem to have increased active protection behaviors
online, influencing users to place conditions on the in-
formation exchange.

Active Protection Behavior: Conditional Exchange
of Information
Milne (2000, p. 2) presents a general privacy research
framework based on the influences on marketers and con-
sumers that shape the information strategies both use to
interact with each other. The resulting “Marketer-Consumer
Information Interaction” framework provides a useful foun-
dation for understanding privacy issues as well as how both
marketers and consumers are influenced by technology and
context, yet these interactions involving information only show
two parties (the marketer and the consumer) in one type of
information exchange (the provision and use of information) on
the Internet.

Marketers can use information to profile and personalize com-
munications, which may result in more or less privacy. Con-
sumers can follow safe (or unsafe) information practices and
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employ (or not employ) technology to safeguard their information
exchanges (Milne 2000, p. 3).

The evolution of technology has shifted this traditional
view of information interactions. A dyadic view of the ex-
change does not take into account the increased number of
third parties or the degrees of sharing and use over time.
Information is not only shared by consumers with marketers
and vice versa but also shared with third parties, fourth
parties, and at times sold by a network of data brokers, in-
visible to the consumer, thus complicating the interaction and
challenging the intent of transparency.

In 2013, Pew Research Center reported that 86% of adult
Internet users occasionally take steps to remove or mask their
digital footprints online, yet 68% also believe that current
laws do not protect consumers enough on the Internet (Rainie,
Smith, and Duggan 2013). Furthermore, half of Internet users
report that they are worried about their personal information
that is available online. The report concludes that “people
would like control over their information,” yet this control
would be exercised after they provide the information. No-
tably, users who report that they use strategies to be less visible
online were not asked about their use of privacy settings but
were asked whether they cleared their browser history, deleted
or edited information posted in the past, used a fake name, and
other strategies employed to hide online.

The Pew report also notes that the concern for personal
information available online increased by 33% since 2009.
The report finds that “privacy is not an all-or-nothing pro-
position for Internet users” (p. 18) and attempts to differentiate
concern from protection strategy. The active protection be-
haviors respondents take show that they are active in terms of
protection strategies, yet these strategies are not necessarily
associated with the sites directly. It is clear that some con-
sumers are increasingly active in attempting to protect their
information by deciding to take some kind of action, such as
creating fictitious names/aliases when interacting online.
However, some of their active protection behaviors may ac-
tually be reducing the ultimate credibility and certainty in
current and future information exchanges. Many consumers
are not using the protective tools that marketers and policy
makers provide and instead are creating ways to simplify
processing information.

Studies in computer technology and communication have
examined consumer use and awareness of privacy settings
(Fogel and Nehmad 2009; Stutzman, Gross, and Acquisti
2012). Findings from these disciplines have used Facebook
as a domain for study and show that although people know
about privacy settings on Facebook, they do not spend a
great deal of time using the settings to protect themselves.
Building on these findings, Debatin et al. (2009) discover
that a majority of Facebook users understand what privacy
settings entail and make use of them, but how that “use” is
interpreted is unclear. Notably, Fogel and Nehmad (2009)
find that social networking site users in general tend to have
more risk-taking attitudes than those who are not on social
networking sites. Thus, consumers are providing more in-
formation and using privacy settings, but how active they
are in such use is not obvious. The use of privacy settings
does demonstrate some level of active protection behavior,
but using default privacy settings would be a level of privacy

protection more passive in the continuum of protection
behavior.

A longitudinal study of Facebook users provides an “un-
precedented view of the long term evolution of privacy and
disclosure behavior on a social network site” (Stutzman, Gross,
andAcquisti 2012, p. 8). The authors examine privacy behavior
on Facebook from 2005 through 2011, reporting that although
privacy behaviors over time actually increased, people were
also providing more personal information. This finding is
perplexing. Active protection behaviors may actually sustain
more faith in the exchange. Regardless of the effectiveness of
protection behaviors, the SSIM describes that employing more
protection behaviorsmeans active protection,while employing
fewer or no protection behaviors refers to passive protection.

The process of acquiring information for purchase decisions
has always been of concern for marketers, but protection
behaviors are also the result of acquiring information. Extant
research findings illustrate the differences along the continuum
and highlight the challenging roles for firms and consumers
with the rapid pace of technology. Economists often view
consumer information search as a cost–benefit proposition of
searching for information, inwhich the cost to find information
is offset by the benefits (Stigler 1961 in Beales, Craswell, and
Salop 1981). Policy makers have “typically adopted the view
that consumers will seek ‘objective’ information if the gov-
ernment acts tomake it available” (Beales, Craswell, and Salop
1981, p. 11). Yet, as discussed previously, when too much
information is available and consumers are unwilling or
unmotivated to process this information, they surrender to
technology, which leads to critical consumer protection issues.

Conclusions
If we’re going to be connected, we need to be protected.
—President Barack Obama, January 12, 2015

The significance of this article is the assertion that the
increasing use and reliance on technology is leading people
to surrender much of their information online without con-
sideration of the long-term effects. With the little time
consumers have to devote the requisite attention to protect
their privacy, the uncertainty created by unknown third
parties involved in exchanges of information, and the con-
stant change in technology, individuals (and organizations)
face risk and vulnerability. This is a societal concern.

U.S. society has made it clear that the act of surrendering
requires rules and guidelines. Article 2 of the U.S. military
code of conduct clearly states, “I will never surrender of my
own free will. If in command I will never surrender the
members of my command while they still have the means to
resist.” Furthermore, Article 4 reads, “If I become a prisoner
of war, I will keep faith with my fellow prisoners. I will give
no information or take part in any action which might be
harmful to my comrades.” As a society, we clearly position
surrendering as an undesirable scenario. Why then are we
allowing our citizens to surrender so much information? The
exchange, storage, and dissemination of consumer infor-
mation in the digital age create ethical issues for marketers,
policy makers, and society.

The phenomenon of surrendering to technology, along with
the SSIM matrix, provides a much-needed macro perspective
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of consumers and their online information exchanges to
frame trust, transparency, and protection strategies for
marketers and policy makers. Surrendering to technology
means that consumers are not always investing the time and
attention needed to process the abundance of information
required to make informed decisions about information
exchanges online, and they often act with continuous partial
attention. This is a public policy issue that is currently and
primarily addressed with efforts of regulation (e.g., legal
action, fines) and self-regulation (e.g., training, certification[s],
terms and conditions), yet these efforts are reactive, at best.
I have demonstrated that transparency does not always
mean clarity, nor does it necessarily enhance certainty.
The goal of the SSIM is to move people from surrendering
to technology to sharing with technology. Policies that
(perhaps ironically) utilize technology to increase attention
and allow for more clarity in information exchanges are
imperative.

The SSIM not only sheds light on the vague aspects of trust
and transparency but also demonstrates the paradigm shift
required by firms, individuals, and government when it
comes to trust and protection. Recognizing that consumers
are exchanging information without conditions (i.e., reading
the notifications, often without understanding the conditions)
means that they are not only surrendering to technology but
also surrendering information. There is a need to “allocate
[consumer] attention efficiently among the overabundance of
information sources that might consume [their attention]”
(Simon 1971, p. 7). As Federal Trade Commissioner Brill
strongly recommends, perhaps technology is not only the
problem but also the solution to improving the certainty in
online information exchanges and providing consumers the
tools to recognize whether they are resisting or submitting
when they exchange information online.

Transparency, as it is presently conceptualized, only offers
consumers the illusion of control over their information—
control that consumers do not always embrace. The storage
capacities available, the myriad of third parties involved in
exchanges of information, and the speed of technological
change is outpacing self-regulatory and regulatory protection
strategies, compounding the risk of unknown long-term
consequences. This risk is also important for firms, as
Awad and Krishnan (2006) find a “personalization privacy
paradox” in which consumers who want more information
transparency are less willing to be profiled for use in per-
sonalization in online advertising (p. 13). The authors also
find that an “effective use of consumer information is a
critical success factor for firms online” (p. 24). Ultimately,
many consumers do not pay attention to the details of an
information exchange even when firms have the intent of
transparency. They may believe they are sharing information
conditionally, when in fact they could be surrendering their
information unconditionally.

Applying the SSIM: Verification and Education
The reality of social marketing is that consumers may not
always want to, know how to, or care to protect themselves.
The shift to “Web 3.0” postures to have a stronger consumer,
human-centered focus, “where profitability is balanced with
corporate responsibility” (Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan

2010, p. 6). This values-driven goal for marketers means
that it is imperative for them to embrace the social and so-
cietal responsibility associated with the concept of surren-
dering to technology and to encourage sharing rather than
surrendering information.

Marketers and organizations should use the SSIM to en-
hance transparency and foster trust in a user-friendly fashion
in two areas: verification and education. These should be
utilized to increase the likelihood that consumers will begin
sharing information—that is, to move consumers from the
unconditional and surrender quadrants to the conditional and
share quadrants. The goal of the SSIM is to make consumer
interactions and exchanges online more transparent at a
macro level. Marketers and public policy makers can also use
the SSIM to inform consumers, in a clear and concise manner,
of the level of risk and vulnerability they face in information
exchanges.

Faith → Trust: Enhancing Verification
Regulatory and self-regulatory organizations can utilize the
SSIM to develop default conditions for consumers, thus
ensuring that consumers will not unconditionally surrender
information and limit the spread of this information to un-
known third parties. As previous research has shown, trust
and transparency work best when certainty is assured. Veri-
fication strategies can be improved through the application in
regulatory and self-regulatory efforts ofwhat Rothschild (1999,
p. 25) refers to as the “tripartite classification of education,
marketing, and law,” with an update to include technology.
Regulatory efforts alone cannot offset the dilemma of sur-
rendering to technology, and because “education can teach and
create awareness about existing benefits but cannot deliver
them,” education alone is not enough (Rothschild 1999, p. 25).
Regulatory policies and/or legislation should create defaults
that take into account the reality that many consumers are
surrendering information and that firms may be on an ethical
slippery slope by encouraging this surrender. Legislation and
public policy (keeping pace with technological changes)
should ensure corporate and social responsibility with con-
sumer information, allow for verification to protect consumers,
and ultimately prevent ethical lapses by individuals and
organizations.

Passive → Active Protection: Authentic Education
Marketers and policy makers can use education to inform
and persuade people (1) that they are surrendering to
technology, (2) how to avoid surrendering information, and
(3) how to use other people’s information ethically. Edu-
cation should be utilized to enhance verification mecha-
nisms, to increase knowledge that surrendering is an issue,
and to create effective safety warnings to better prepare
consumers to protect themselves. Surrendering information
to technology requires “authentic education” in which
marketers, consumers, and regulators collaborate with one
another to encourage information sharing and discourage
surrendering (Freire 1993, p. 74). The SSIM can be used
to enhance prevention and promotion regarding the phe-
nomenon of surrendering information to technology—it can
increase awareness and distinction between trust and faith
and encourage consumers to move from surrendering to
sharing information.
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SSIM Goal Flow: Sharing Information with
Conditions
As noted previously, from a marketing and public policy
perspective, the challenges identified in the matrix are present
when individuals surrender to technology and when they
exchange information unconditionally. Technology should be
appropriated to increase the ease of access to verify where and
how information is spread and used to encourage people to
protect themselves through interactivity (e.g., “gamification”).
In all, regulation, education, and technology should be used to
improve verification and enhance trust, thus encouraging in-
formation sharing (vs. surrendering) and fostering proactive
(vs. reactive) protection behaviors.

Next, I explain how these behaviors are specific to each
quadrant,with the goal formarketers and public policymakers to
encourage ethical and responsible online information exchanges,
even with the challenges and realities associated with surren-
dering to technology. Trust and transparency cannot be relied on
at face value to solve issues of privacy and security. The SSIM
goal flow acknowledges that society faces an information blitz
and focuses on guiding/directing consumers from faith to trust
and from passive to active protection behaviors.

Conditional Share
In this quadrant, people are employing protection strategies
(placing conditions on the information exchange) and veri-
fying some or all of the information they exchange. This is the
ideal quadrant for information exchanges online and should
be the goal for marketers and public policy makers. With
conditional share, people are willingly and knowingly ex-
changing information—they are paying attention, trusting in
the exchange, and actively protecting themselves.

Unconditional Share
In this quadrant, people are employing few or no protection
strategies, yet they are verifying some or all of the information
they exchange. Marketers and public policy makers should
focus on the ease of verification mechanisms and need for
protection strategies through regulation and education, using
technology to assist in the implementation of both.

Conditional Surrender
In this quadrant, people are employing some protection
strategies but are not verifying much, if any, of the information
they exchange. Marketers and public policy makers should
acknowledge that there is faith in the exchange and should
focus on gaining these users’ attention through education
and improving the ease of verification mechanisms and pro-
tection strategies through regulation and education, using
technology to assist in the implementation.

Unconditional Surrender
This is the most concerning quadrant for marketers and public
policy makers because it poses the largest ethical and societal
challenge. Individuals exhibit only faith in the exchange and
employ few or no protection strategies, not verifying much, if
any, of the information they exchange. In addition, the
surrendering-to-technology concept posits that this is the
quadrant in which most consumers find themselves when
exchanging information online. Marketers and public policy
makers should focus on gaining these users’ attention through

education and improving the ease of verification mechanisms
and protection strategies through regulation and education,
using technology to assist in the implementation. Web 3.0
demonstrates the imperative to move consumers from faith to
trust in online information exchanges and to encourage
conditions on these exchanges.

Implications: Sharing with or Surrendering
to What and for How Long

Both the concept of surrendering to technology and the SSIM
have several applications and implications for future empirical
studies, consumers, marketers, and regulatory agencies. Use of
the SSIM may involve identifying consumers (perhaps even
through self-identification, for consumer educational pur-
poses) and firms in each quadrant and generating potential
strategies to move them to other quadrants. Another use of the
SSIM includes applying it to various contexts of information
exchange to determine whether certain populations or target
markets are sharing or surrendering information. The SSIM
can also be used in the application of protection strategies to
employ for each quadrant. Although the verification and ed-
ucation strategies may vary by industry and sector, the goal
flow of the SSIM is from surrender to share and from un-
conditional to conditional. Finally, thematrix can be utilized to
try to understand the paradox of convenience and dissonance
(cost–benefit) for consumers and marketers in their informa-
tion exchanges. In general, the SSIM should be useful for
guiding further research examining whether and how con-
sumers are surrendering information to technology. This is an
important societal and ethical issue for marketers and policy
makers as the nature and pace of technology improves artificial
intelligence and machine-to-machine interactions.

The Internet of Things will create a web of problems if
marketers and policy makers do not keep pace. The subtle
differences between trust and faith can be used in studies ex-
aminingwhether an individual or firm is actually displaying trust
or faith and, if so, how the level of certainty varies, or howmuch
certainty is necessary for a default level of trust that allows for
sharing rather than surrendering. Acknowledging realities in
active-passive protection will continue to help privacy re-
searchers and practitioners identify which types of protection
strategies are best to employ, as well as the pertinent details to
present. The SSIM also provides government and policy re-
searchers an evaluative instrument for existing recommended
and employed protection strategies. Currently, private and public
firms are predominantly focused on the short-term implications
of online information exchange. Surrendering information to
technology is a long-term ethical problem for individuals and
society as awhole, but it can bemediated ifmarketing and public
policy makers implement authentic education and effective
regulation to increase attention and reduce uncertainty.
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